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Hjr letter report bf July 11, 1969 showed how the snybdeniBi 

mineralisation seenad to be associated with both a oa&ietic anomaly and 

erratic high molybdenum content of the overlying soils. A closely spaced, 

(5U. feet sample interval on 100 feet line separation) magnetometer 

and geochemical surrey was recomamded over an area 1,000 feet wide by 

2,o6o feet long* This would have entailed about 4-1/2 miles of survey 

and 44O samples. - .

'Approval was given for the survey in September but with 

considerable latitude allowable in the sample and line spacing. Only 

the price was to remain about the sasje. Thus if it became obvious during 

the course of the survey that the station interval could be enlarged

without diminishing the usefulness of the survey,- then the surveyors
- . 

were free to sake such changes.

OF SURVHf - .

As the line and station interval were in doubt and the bush
i

easily traversable, it was decided to survey by pace and "compass, using 

cut lines as a guide. A base line was cut south from 500 feet north of 

the showings to 3,500 feet south of then. Cross lines were cut from this 

at 1,000 foot intervals, going 500 to the west and up to 2,000 feet to 

the east.
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The survey started in the vicinity of the showings on lines 

100 feet apart, and 50 foot station intervals. At each station, dual 

readings were taken with a Sharpe A-2 aagaetosjeter (compass to east and 

west respectively.) The average reading (provided they agreed within 

two scale divisions) was recorded.

While one son (Ogden) set up and read the  agnetcawter, a 

helper.took a handful of soil fro* the "B" horison within 30 feet of the 

 agoetoHeter. This rusty brown or orange soil was found at depths of 

4 to 1A inches and usually at 6 to 8 inches. The sajaple number which 

can also be termed the station number was then written on a nearby tree. 

Sometimes a tree was biased and the number written in, Mostly a paint 

spray bomb' was used to write on the bark. At any rate almost all the 

stations can be found in the bush by a combination of the hole in the 

ground and a nearby marked tree.

The initial close spaced survey work around the showing disclosed 

a broad easily detectable anomaly* Hence the line spacing was widened 

to 200 feet and - subsequently to 300 feet with 100 foot station interval. 

The broader spacing allowed a such bigger area to be surveyed than 

originally envisaged.
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Tha total area surveyed is 4,000 feet long by 2,000 feat vida 

or tha equivilant of about 4-1/2 claims.

A total of 6 jdles of magnetometer and soil survey has been 

done. This included 330 magnetometer stations and 317 soil samples that 

were analysed for molybdenum in parta par Billion.

The only geochemical anomaly is in the vicinity of the showinga. 

Anomalous molybdenum results varying from 3 to 80 parta per million ware 

found parallel to the trend of the showings and beyond them in light 

overburden.

Samples 160 to 164* near the 4*000 south line were also anomalous; 

but check survey of the area two weeks later (samples 331 and 368) failed 

to corroborate the initial results. Henca the original work must somehow 

have been contaminated. 

afcQiETCMETHt RESULTS.

Tha normal vertical magnetic intensity of the area baa been 

given the range of 500 to 750 gamaas.

Two anomalies stand out on this. The main one, in the vicinity 

of tha showings, whose basic trend is parallel to the overall of the 

cluster of molybdenum veins. It rises to 400 gammas above normal with peak
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values in ezceas of 1,200 gaanas above. Branehea of this anoealy trend
f

torward the cast, parallel to the trand of the individual Holybdamm bearing 

veins.

The secondary anoaaly ia 2,000 feet aouth of the aain one* It 

is larger, with two ridges of 200 ganaaa above noraal. One outcrop in the 

 iddle of it ia of gneissic granite. The lineation strikes southeast and 

the odd narrow quarts vein alao strikes southeast. Mo sulphide nineralisation

There appeara to bar yet another a&gnetically anomalous area 

around the 4,000 aouth line. Howeverj these results (stations 331 to 368) 

were obtained with a different and rather erode  agnetovater so that the 

results are suspect. 

CCMCLUSICMS

1. The correlation between ajagnetica and cluatera of aolybdemna bearing 

veins ia tenuous. There is no clear cut Magnetic nn-naalj over the vein clusters 

that extend out into the heavy overburden country.

2. . let the nain Magnetic annanIjj is parallel to the trend of the 

group of vein clusters, is developed in the vicinity of the higher grade veins, 

has one lobe that lies on strike of the best veins, and haa anonaloua aaounta 

of Bolybdenuai in the* underlying soil.

3. . Hence the south lobe of the aain anonaly should be drilled*

4* The broad aouth anoaaly adght represent the continuation of the
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 one aa the  ain^anooaly but be on the other aide of thia preaunad "wl 

iake Fault.

5. The South anonaly should alao be inreatigated, and drilling ia 

probably the leaat expenaive aethod of doing ao. A big bulldoaer would be

excellent f or. at ripping, but there ia no bridge over the nearby river.
..

6. V The mgaetlc auoaaliea are of aufficient intenaity that any of the 

quick, relatively crude  agnetoMtera (-50 Gaiavaa) would be quite auitaole for 

further detail work.

1. Drill a few holes to establish the attitude and strike length

of the vain vein cluster (i.e. the aouthern group by the Beaver pond.)

Thia would at the aajae tiae probe beneath the south lobe of the  agnetic anomaly

and the overlying anomalous soil reaulta. Soaa four holea are enTialoned

at 100 foot intervals for a total of 650 feet.

2. If the aagnetica aeea to be related to underlying aaybdenua Mineral 

isation then the anooaloua areas to the aoutheaat, ahould alao be probed. 

Two holea for a total of 400 feet would be aufficient in the initial program.

A contract for 500 feet ahould thua be obtained. The coat would be 

about 910.00 per foot for everything, ao that a total outlay of beta 

fire and ten thousand dollara Bay be anticipated.

Reapectfullz.aubid.ttf

* Ogden
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t !- SHARPE MODEL A-2 VERTICAL INTENSITY

- TYPE MAGNETOHETEH

The Magnetometer Survey

' The main purpocc of magnetic surveys is to present 

a generalised picture of the bed rook geology, and it is

l only seldom that anomalies as such are directly assoolat-

: ed with ore. Nevertheless by means of a magnetic inten 

sity map for an area, laiovm or unknoim, geological con 

ditions and formations bearing a relationship, to possible ' '

: ore locations may bc traced. .- j
-: l

: The "Sharpe11 Magnetometer,- Model A-2 . j
; l

' : This Instrument is a precision magnetic field balance i
i \ l 

i measuring the vertical component of the earth 1 s magnetic j

, : field. It has a sensitivity to 10 gammas (l gamma a 0.00001 j

-; Gauss) per scale division and an intensity range of. O to

; 15,000 garamas. This range may bs increased by the use of
i

j greater strength auxiliary magnets.
"- i

The instrunerts as a unit may be conveniently operated

by one person alone if desired, as there is no separate

compass to bs removed before each reading.

Instrument Details

The principle of this instrument is that the compass

and fiagnetoadter needle have been relatively located by

careful calculation and trial, so that when either Is locked 

; it is Ineffective throughout the range of the other. Thus

the compass and instrument head nay remain fixed to the t?l- 

V^ : pod, and the ctsabersoae operation of having to pass the

! Instrument head and compass back and forth for each set up
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Is eliminated.

The telescopic optical system with a micrometer 

focusing adjustment has been simplified, and the readable 

scale Is readily observed In poor light. The reflector 

assembly fits close to the telescope when closed, mlnlmlz- 

Ing the possibility of damage while carrying through thick
*

brush.

Immediately on top of the Instrument housing* are three 

totally enclosed levelling bubbles, one a circular bulls-eye 

bubble for preliminary set-up, and two sensitive tubular 

levels at right angles to each other. By adjusting the foot 

screws onoc the Instrument has been set up, these levels will 

permit an accurate orientation. A thermometer reeding degrees 

centigrade Is specially mounted to permit the reeding of in 

terval temperatures. The side plates of the housing may be 

simply removed vihon required, to allow Internal adjustments
:

without removal of the telescope. '
:.

All tolerances have been maintained to 2/10,000 of an
[ 

Inch, and thick brass, alualnun and magnesium castings, plate !

and tubing havo boon used throughout. . j
i 
i

The needle In tho Magnetoi-ietcr Is the conventional Schmidt
i

type, and consists of tvio cobalt steel magnet plates screwed j 

to a central llcht weight cube having the crone temperature :
*

coefficient as tho magnet plates. . Laterally this cube bears a -
i 

latitude scre-i on on Invar spindle toward the south end of the

needle system, and a temperature compensation screw on an 

aluminum spindle to the north end. A sensitivity screw wslght ' 

Is 01. the under side and a surface mirror on the upper side.
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A triangular quartz knife edge runs transversely through the 

central part of the cube. On the under side.of the cube are ; 

three slotted studs concentric with pins in the elevating l

table to allow uniform release of the needle on Its bearings. i
All parts have boen carefully pinned down to prevent l

B

shift and change of reading due to shock or other causes. In : 

Its locked position the needle system is held against blade j

springs, and during the reading the needle is quickly damped j
i 

by means of copper dampers which set up counter motion damping i

fields. - j 

Operation of the Instrument

The large lock nut encircling the tripod base plate is i 

opened until the three main lock holes are open concentrically 

with the under plate holes. Note that by turning the magnet j

adaptor sleeve, the snail locating pin on the base plate may !
i 

have its position altered. ~ j

The inctruciftnt head -la placed on the tripod; so that the

3 small brnsn logs fit the lock holes. The magnet adaptor
i 

sleeve is turned until the small locating pin on the baso" i

plate fits its appropriate hole in the base of the Instrument j
i

head. In this position the auxiliary magnet holder will ba :i
directly undor the compass and parallel to It. The lock nut 

is now turned to .the right and the brass head legs are gripped 

tightly, binding the head to the base plate.

The instrument is now set up for the whole survey and 

except for transportation, the Instrument head need not ta 

removed, froia the tripod.

The procedure at each station is as follo:rs: It Is assun-
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* cross linos go off to tho high end of the scale, the conpan-
^^•r " . J

sating Magnet with N end up is required. Lock the needle and 

turn the magnet so the N end is up. He-read the scale, and if 

the cross lines.are still off scale, re loch the needle and 

unlock the compensating magnet holder, and slide the magnet up

to such a position uhere the needle no longer gives an off
. l 

scale reading. :

sCTS: The auxiliary magnet should never be moved or changed !

vihile the needle system is free or unlocked. The needle sys- j

ten should only be free while a reading is being taken. j

6. After a reading has been taken and the needle locked by -
i i

turning; the druia, the izhole instrument head should be turned j

to the left through 180 degrees until it is again against its ;
i 

180 deg. stops. A second check reading should now be taken j
i 

in this tf-E direction and the needle re-locked. The reading j

tine f or a station is of the order of l J minutes with practice.1 

Corrections j 

The magnetic readings at any station must be corrected :
i

for changes with time during the day and from day-to-day. ;
i 

This serves to reduce all stations to the values they would :

have had if measured simultaneously, j 

Plotting

The corrected readings are plotted on a scale nap of the
/' i

area surveyed. Linos of observation, picket lines/ stations,

~~^ claln pests and olain outlines should be shotm. . . " ' -i- " '.'if - - . ; : 
Show corrected reading at each station. . ' '*.
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ed the Instrument is facing the observer.

1. Plant the tripod firmly and adjust one log until the

bull 1 s eye bubble on the head is concentric with its target

i
!

centre.

2. Turn the auxiliary magnet holder until it is in its 

neutral position, i.e. the magnet itself is In a horizontal j 

position with the H marked end forward. l
i

3. Accurately level the instrument h&ad by means of the 3 i

foot screws until the two long bubble are centred. l

4-. Unlock the conpass by turning the compass locking screw !
i

to the left, and when the compass needle is free to swing, : 

turn the whole Instrument head until the compass needle lies :
i

along the line nar'.:ed "Cn . The magnetometer needle system is j

now aligned E-W. In the process of this alignment care must i
l 

be token to keep the instrument head against one of the 180 j

degree stops. To allow this, both the Magnetometer end its ! 

lock nut raust be noved in unison. !

5. Secure tho liagnctoaeter firmly in this position by lock 

ing the orientation locking screw by turning it clockwise. .

6. Lock tho conpass needle by turning to the right. i
:

7. Release the Ma^nctoneter needle by pushing In the safety 

catch and slowly tuvnlng the locking drum to the left. This 

lowers the bridge device that supports the needle, finally 

placing the needle on the cylindrical quartz bearings and 

leaving It free to swins. Hence, turn this drun slowly and 

keep looking at the scale In thb eye piece to see that the 

release is gentle. Read and record the position of the middle 

cross line to the nearest 1/10 of a scale division. If the
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